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We study the effect of the elastic scattering on the non-thermal WIMP, which is produced by direct 
decay of heavy particles at the end of reheating. The non-thermal WIMP becomes important when the 
reheating temperature is well below the freeze-out temperature. Usually, two limiting cases have been 
considered. One is that the produced high energetic dark matter particles are quickly thermalized due 
to the elastic scattering with background radiations. The corresponding relic abundance is determined by 
the thermally averaged annihilation cross-section at the reheating temperature. The other one is that the 
initial abundance is too small for the dark matter to annihilate so that the final relic is determined by 
the initial amount itself. We study the regions between these two limits, and show that the relic density 
depends not only on the annihilation rate, but also on the elastic scattering rate. Especially, the relic 
abundance of the p-wave annihilating dark matter crucially relies on the elastic scattering rate because 
the annihilation cross-section is sensitive to the dark matter velocity. We categorize the parameter space 
into several regions where each region has distinctive mechanism for determining the relic abundance of 
the dark matter at the present Universe. The consequence on the (in)direct detection is also studied.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

The weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is one of the 
promising dark matter (DM) candidates because it can be naturally 
incorporated in new physics beyond the Standard Model, and it 
gives interesting observable consequences.

In the standard thermal history, the most important quantity 
to determine the relic density is a thermal averaged pair annihila-
tion cross-section, 〈σann vrel〉T . Taking “thermal average” is justified 
because the elastic scattering rate between the WIMP dark matter 
and the background radiation is much bigger than the annihilation 
rate, so the kinetic decoupling happens well after the dark mat-
ter freeze-out [1,2]. Usually, the elastic scattering does not have 
the special role to determine the relic density, but it is crucial for 
small scale structures since the interaction suppresses the growth 
of the dark matter density perturbation [3–6]. When the reheat-
ing temperature is low, its effect is more interesting depending on 
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whether the kinetic decoupling happens before or after the end of 
reheating [7–11].

In this letter, we study the possibility that the relic abundance 
of WIMP explicitly depends on the elastic scattering rate. In the 
context of self-interacting dark matter, such possibility is realized 
by noting that the dominant annihilation rate from 3 → 2 scatter-
ing and the elastic scattering between the DM and thermal bath 
can be independent so that we can take suitable parameters to 
show such behavior [12]. This assumption is not usually valid in 
the case of WIMP because the annihilation and elastic scattering 
cannot be treated independently.

However, when the reheating temperature is well below the 
dark matter mass, a new possibility emerges. At the end of re-
heating, the dark matter is produced by the direct decay of heavy 
particles. Such non-thermally produced dark matter particles have 
very high energies. Evolution of the dark matter momentum gives 
a strong effect on the annihilation cross-section, and such evolu-
tion is determined by the elastic scattering rate. Consequently, the 
relative size of the annihilation rate, the elastic scattering rate, and 
the Hubble rate at the end of reheating can give various mecha-
nisms to determine the final relic density of the dark matter. We 
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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classify the parameter space into the regions where each region 
has distinctive mechanism to determine the relic density of the 
dark matter. We also provide analytic expressions and numerical 
results for each of those mechanisms. Especially, we find that the 
p-wave annihilating dark matter has more interesting property be-
cause the cross-section highly depends on the expectation value of 
the dark matter momentum.

In section 2, we present our basic set-up. In section 3, we com-
pute the momentum evolution of the dark matter after its produc-
tion at the end of reheating. The effect of the momentum evolution 
on the annihilation cross-section and the corresponding final abun-
dance of the dark matter are discussed in section 4. We discuss the 
constraints from (in)direct detection experiments in section 5, and 
conclude in section 6.

2. Thermal history of the non-thermal WIMP

In our set-up, there is the early stage of the matter dominated 
Universe maintained by a long lived heavy particle, φ. After most 
of φ decay, the Universe is “reheated” and radiation (γ ) starts to 
dominate the energy density of the Universe with a reheating tem-
perature, Treh ∼ √

�φ M Pl . On one hand, the dark matter (χ ) can be 
produced either from the scattering of the radiation background, or 
from the direct decay of φ with a branching fraction Brχ .

Ignoring the sub-leading contributions, the corresponding Boltz-
mann equations of each components are given as

ρ̇φ = −3Hρφ − �φρφ,

ρ̇γ = −4Hργ + Brγ �φρφ,

ṅχ = −3Hnχ + Brχ�φ

ρφ

mφ

− 〈σann vrel〉χn2
χ ,

+ 〈σann vrel〉T (neq
χ )2,

H =
√

ρφ + ργ + ρχ

3M2
Pl

, (1)

where M Pl is the reduced Planck mass. Here we consider a sit-
uation that the reheating temperature is lower than the thermal 
freeze-out temperature of the dark matter (T fr). Before the end of 
the reheating, �φ ≤ H , there are several sources for the dark mat-
ter density. First of all, a usual freeze-out mechanism can work 
with nχ |T fr ∼ H(T fr)/〈σann vrel〉T fr , while the resulting abundance is 
subsequently diluted by continuous entropy injection. If Brχ is big, 
quasi-static equilibrium state can persist until the end of reheat-
ing (〈σann vrel〉T n2

χ ∼ Brχ�φρφ/mφ ) [13]. Also if mφ is large enough 
to satisfy mφ � m2

χ/T , production from an inelastic scattering be-
tween thermal bath and a boosted radiation produced by φ decays 
becomes important [14,15]. Here we take a rather moderate hier-
archy between the mass of φ and χ as mφ/mχ = O(10 − 100), 
and a sub GeV reheating temperature so that the inelastic scatter-
ing is subdominant. For Treh � mχ and a sizable Brχ , the most 
important source of the late time dark matter abundance is the 
direct decay of φ at the end of reheating. It is known that such 
non-thermal production of the DM can be simplified by assuming 
that the dark matter is instantaneously produced from the heavy 
particle decay at T = Treh with an initial amount of the DM given 
as nreh

χ = Brχρφ/mφ [16–19]. In summary, we are interested in the 
following range of parameters:

Treh ≤ T fr � mχ � mφ ∼ O(10 − 100)mχ . (2)

Because of the hierarchy between masses, the initial energy of the 
DM is much greater than mχ . So we first consider the evolution 
of the dark matter momentum and then consider its effect on the 
annihilation rate.
3. Evolution of the DM momentum

After the dark matter is produced, it experiences two types of 
interactions. One is the elastic scattering by the background radia-
tions (χγ → χγ ). The other one is pair annihilation of the dark 
matter into the radiations (χχ → γ γ ). The effect of pair pro-
duction from thermal bath (γ γ → χχ) is negligible if the DM 
abundance at Treh is much larger than the equilibrium value. In 
principle, both of the elastic scattering and annihilation are rel-
evant for the dark matter momentum evolution. However, as we 
discuss in Appendix A, the contribution from annihilation can be 
safely ignored when the momentum distribution of χ has a nar-
row width compared to its mean value. Initially, dark matters are 
produced from the decays of φ, so the width σsd,χ ∼ �φ is natu-
rally smaller than the mean value of momentum, 〈p〉χ ∼ mφ . Until 
the relaxation time when the momentum distribution arrives at 
its equilibrium one up to the normalization factor, the width of 
the distribution is still small and our simplification is justified. 
Then the momentum evolution is governed by the following equa-
tion [20],

dpχ

dt
+ Hpχ = −nγ

〈∫
d(σel vrel)�p

〉
χ,T

≡ −nγ 〈σel vrel�pχ 〉χ,T , (3)

where pχ ≡ 〈p〉χ , 〈· · · 〉χ,T is the average over the distribution of 
χ and γ in the rest frame of the thermal plasma, σel is the elastic 
scattering cross-section, �p is the change of the dark matter mo-
mentum from single event of the elastic scattering, and nγ is the 
number density of the background radiation, nγ ∼ g∗T 3.

The right hand side of (3) can be simplified as pχnγ times

〈
σel vrel�pχ

〉
χ,T

pχ



⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

〈σel vrel〉χ,T (I),

〈σel vrel〉χ,T
pχ T

m2
χ

(II),

〈σel vrel〉χ,T
T

mχ

(
1 − 3mχ T

p2
χ

)
(III),

(4)

for different ranges of the dark matter momentum,

(I) m2
χ � pχ T ,

(II) pχ T � m2
χ � p2

χ ,

(III) pχ T � p2
χ � m2

χ . (5)

In (I), the DM is relativistic in the plasma rest frame, and in the 
center of mass (cm) frames. In (II), the DM is non-relativistic in the 
cm frame, whereas still relativistic in the plasma rest frame. In (III), 
the DM is non-relativistic in both frames. In the last case, the addi-
tional factor in the elastic scattering rate drives pχ to the equilib-
rium value, peq

χ = √
3mχ T . For the order of magnitude estimation, 

we obtain 〈σel vrel�pχ 〉/pχ ∼ 〈σel vrel〉〈�p〉χ/pχ . Thus the addi-
tional factors of the scattering rate, 1 (I), pχ T /m2

χ (II), T /mχ (III)
are easily understood from the fact that the allowed phase space, 
〈�p〉χ/pχ , becomes wider as the collision energies become higher. 
Since the common factor nγ depends on the temperature, the DM 
can quickly arrive at kinetic equilibrium or it can just decouple 
relativistically depending on Treh.

When the initial momentum of the dark matter is much greater 
than mχ , Fig. 1 shows possible evolution of the momentum for dif-
ferent reheating temperatures. At a relatively high reheating tem-
perature, the elastic scattering rate is large enough to make the 
dark matter in kinetic equilibrium instantaneously after its pro-
duction. As the temperature goes down, the momentum follows 
the equilibrium value (peq

χ ∝ 1/
√

a) until the kinetic decoupling. If 
the reheating temperature is relatively low, after the dark matter 
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Fig. 1. Momentum evolution of the non-thermally produced dark matter for differ-
ent reheating temperatures, Treh = 0.2 GeV (blue), 30 MeV (red), 5 MeV (magenta). 
In this plot, we set mχ = 300 GeV. The initial momentum of the DM is given as 
preh
χ = 20 mχ . The dashed lines are the kinetic equilibrium values, peq

χ = √
3mχ T . 

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the web version of this article.)

momentum experiences a small sharp suppression around Treh, it 
slowly decreases as pχ ∝ 1/a, and it could become non-relativistic 
well after reheating (magenta line).

There is a natural connection between the momentum evolu-
tion and the dark matter pair annihilation rate. For example, if they 
are highly relativistic, the cross-section becomes 〈σann vrel〉χ ∝
1/p2

χ , and it will increase as the energy of the particle decreases. 
Therefore, if the dark matter is not instantaneously thermalized, 
the annihilation of the dark matter could happen later when the 
annihilation cross-section becomes large enough to start the anni-
hilation.

Since the corresponding dark matter abundance is affected by 
the evolution of the annihilation cross-section, we can find the 
connection between the final yield of the dark matter, and the 
elastic scattering rate.

4. Evolution of the pair annihilation cross-section

When the initial abundance (nreh
χ ) is much greater than neq

χ , the 
production of χ from thermal bath can be ignored, and the corre-
sponding Boltzmann equation for the dark matter number density 
is simplified as

ṅχ + 3Hnχ = −〈σann vrel〉χn2
χ . (6)

Solving the above equation, we find the yield of the dark matter at 
the present time, t0  treh, as

Yχ (t0) = Yχ (treh)

⎛
⎝1 + nreh

χ

Hreh

1∫
0

du〈σann vrel〉χ
⎞
⎠

−1

, (7)

where u ≡ √
treh/t , Hreh is the Hubble rate, and sreh is the entropy 

of the Universe at T = Treh. The yields are denoted by Yχ (t0) =
(nχ/s)t0 , Yχ (treh) = nreh

χ /sreh. The time dependence of 〈σann vrel〉χ
is determined by that of pχ (u) governed by Eq. (3). More precisely, 
we have to evaluate the annihilation cross-section that is averaged 
over the full time dependent momentum distribution function of 
dark matter. However, when dark matters are non-thermally pro-
duced by two-body decays, the width of the distribution would be 
small, and for �t < 1/�el, 〈pn〉χ = 〈p〉n

χ (1 + O(σ 2
sd,χ /p2

χ )) 
 pn
χ . 

Thus it is a good approximation to take 〈σann vrel〉χ as the function 
of pχ (u) until the relaxation time, �t ∼ 1/�el. After relaxation, 
the momentum distribution will be proportional to the equilib-
rium value, in which the standard deviation and mean value are 
in the same order. This leads to O(1) difference between 〈pn〉χ
and 〈p〉n

χ , but this does not change our result qualitatively. Solving 
the full Boltzmann equations will be discussed in future work.

Two limiting cases are familiar. One is that pχ (u) quickly ar-
rives at its equilibrium value within the period much shorter 
than the Hubble time as given in Fig. 1 with blue color. The 
dark matter annihilation happens after its thermalization but still 
much faster than the Hubble expansion rate. Therefore, Yχ (t0) =
Hreh/(〈σann vrel〉Treh sreh). The other limit is that the initial abun-
dance is too small so that 〈σann vrel〉nreh

χ � Hreh. Annihilation 
barely happens, and the yield is preserved; Yχ (t0) = Yχ (treh). In 
both cases, the final yields do not explicitly depend on the elastic 
scattering cross-section.

There is an intermediate domain between these two limiting 
cases. Including the above examples, we identify three mechanisms 
for the relic density of the DM. After the production of the DM 
from the direct decay of the heavy particles, the relic abundance is 
determined by one of the following mechanisms:

• (N.A.) No Annihilation: the annihilation rate, �ann(T , Eχ ), is 
always smaller than H(T ) for T ≤ Treh, regardless of the dark 
matter momentum. Therefore the dark matter does not anni-
hilate after the reheating, and the yield is preserved.

• (I.A.) Instantaneous Annihilation: the elastic scattering rate, 
�el(Treh, Eχ ), is always greater than Hreh, so that the momen-
tum of the dark matter quickly approaches to the equilibrium 
value, and most of the DM pair annihilation also happens at 
T 
 Treh. Especially for the p-wave annihilating dark matter, 
the final abundance depends on the relative size of �ann and 
�el.

• (C.A.) Continuous Annihilation: the elastic scattering rate be-
comes smaller than Hreh at Eχ  mχ , so the dark matter 
decouples with a relativistic energy, and travels freely af-
ter its production. In this case, 〈σann vrel〉 ∝ 1/p2

χ ∝ a2, while 
H ∝ T 2 ∝ 1/a2. Therefore the annihilation could happen con-
tinuously until the DM becomes non-relativistic.

The rates are given by

�ann(T , Eχ ) = nχ 〈σann vrel〉χ ,

�el(T , Eχ ) = nγ

〈
σel vrel�pχ

〉
χ,T

pχ
, (8)

where Eχ = (m2
χ + p2

χ )1/2.
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding domains, heuristically. The red 

color denotes the region where the elastic scattering rate is greater 
than the Hubble parameter for given preh

χ and Treh. In this re-
gion, the dark matter momentum evolves nearly along the verti-
cal direction. It quickly approaches to pdec

χ , which is defined as 
�el(Treh, Edec

χ ) = Hreh. If pdec
χ > peq

χ , then the dark matter momen-
tum redshifts as pχ ∝ T . The region (C.A.) is bounded from below 
by the condition that the dark matter is decoupled with a relativis-
tic energy.

For each regions, we can obtain the approximate formula for 
the final yield value by solving the Eq. (7). Since we are interested 
in the case where pχ Treh < m2

χ , we parameterize the annihilation 
and elastic scattering cross-sections in the following way:

〈σann vrel〉χ = α2
ann

E2
χ

(
2p2

χ

E2
χ

)kann

,

〈σel vrel〉χ,T = α2
el

m2
χ

(
E2
χ T 2

m4
χ

)kel

. (9)
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Fig. 2. Illustrative plot showing the domains of different mechanisms to determine 
the relic density of the WIMP dark matter. The elastic scattering is active in the red 
colored area: �el(Treh, Eχ ) > Hreh. The dark matter pair annihilation is active in the 
green colored area: �ann(Treh, Eχ ) > Hreh. The magenta lines are the boundary of 
the following three regions. Region (N.A.): no annihilation after direct production at 
T = Treh. Region (I.A.): instantaneous thermalization and annihilation. Region (C.A.): 
the elastic scattering becomes inactive when the dark matter is relativistic, but still 
the pair annihilation happens after reheating. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

kel and kann are the integers determined by the nature of the 
interactions, such as spin of the initial and final particles, and 
CP violating effects, etc. When the dark matter is non-relativistic, 
for kann = 0, the s-wave annihilation dominates. For kann = 1, the 
p-wave annihilation dominates. It is common that kel = 1 for the 
elastic scattering. If the elastic scattering is mediated by a vector 
boson, kel = 0 is also possible. In this paper, we focus on the cases 
with kel = 1 and kann = 0, 1.

Before moving forward, let us define useful quantities that are 
independent of the dark matter momentum;

〈σann vrel〉0 ≡ α2
ann

m2
χ

, 〈�ann〉0 ≡ 〈σann vrel〉0nreh
χ ,

〈σel vrel〉0 ≡ α2
elT

2
reh

m4
χ

, 〈�el〉0 ≡ 〈σel vrel〉0
Trehnreh

γ

mχ
. (10)

In order to obtain the final yield value, the Eq. (7) should be eval-
uated. The integral part of Eq. (7) can be written as

〈�ann〉0

Hreh

1∫
0

du
〈σann vrel〉χ
〈σann vrel〉0

. (11)

In a naive estimation, comparing 〈�ann〉0 with Hreh is the only 
important criterion. Fig. 3 shows the time dependence of the inte-
grand, 〈σann vrel〉χ/〈σann vrel〉0. For kann = 0, the annihilation cross-
section approaches to 〈σann vrel〉0 as the momentum of the dark 
matter decreases. However, for kann = 1, there is a sharp peak 
around T 
 Treh in the region (I.A.), whose height is 1/2 and the 
width is �u 
 Hreh/〈�el〉0 � 1. Therefore, its contribution to the 
Eq. (11) is of O(�ann/�el). A simple interpretation is as follows. 
If the elastic scattering rate is large enough, the dark matter is 
quickly thermalized before the dark matter starts to annihilate, so 
that the peak contribution is small, and most of annihilation hap-
pens with a thermal averaged annihilation cross-section as

Yχ (t0) ∼ Hreh

〈σann vrel〉T sreh

= Hreh

〈σann vrel〉0sreh

mχ

6Treh
. (12)
Fig. 3. Time dependence of 〈σann vrel〉χ /〈σann vrel〉0 (kann = 0, 1) for the momentum 
evolution described in Fig. 1. For a slow varying g∗ , u 
 T /Treh . For Treh = 0.2 GeV, 
the kinetic decoupling temperature is about Tkd 
 Treh/3.

In the opposite limit, large pair annihilation can happen before the 
dark matter is completely thermalized. The corresponding yield is 
dominantly determined by the peak contribution as

Yχ (t0) ∼ 〈�el〉0

〈�ann〉0
Yχ (treh)

= 〈�el〉0

〈σann vrel〉0sreh
. (13)

If Hreh  〈�el〉0, the production mechanism is lying in either 
the domain (N.A.) or (C.A.) with the yield value,

Yχ (t0) 
 min

[
Yχ (treh),

Hreh

〈σann vrel〉0sreh

(
c0 Hreh

〈�el〉0

)1/3
]

, (14)

where c0 is an O(1) numerical constant. The enhancement fac-
tor (Hreh/〈�el〉0)

1/3 is interpreted as Edec
χ /mχ , where Edec

χ is the 
decoupling energy at Treh. The reason of this factor is that the 
number density is mostly determined by 〈σann vrel〉0nχ = H(T∗), 
where T∗ is the temperature at which the dark matter becomes 
non-relativistic.

If Hreh � 〈�el〉0, the dark matter is completely thermalized 
at Treh, and the yield is specified by either (N.A.) or (I.A.). For 
kann = 0, the yield is simply

Yχ (t0) = min

[
Yχ (treh),

Hreh

〈σann vrel〉0sreh

]
. (15)

However, for kann = 1, the formula is rather complicated because 
the annihilation rate is highly sensitive to the momentum evolu-
tion even for the non-relativistic dark matter. The yield value is
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Yχ (t0) 
 min
[
Yχ (treh),

Hreh

〈σann vrel〉0sreh

[
c0 Hreh

〈�el〉0
+

(
3 − T 2

kd

T 2
reh

)
Treh

mχ

]−1
⎤
⎦ . (16)

In the expression, the contribution of O(Hreh/〈�el〉0) is coming 
from the peak around u 
 1. This also can be rephrased in terms of 
the kinetic decoupling temperature. After �t = 1/〈�el〉0, the elas-
tic scattering rate scales as �el ∝ T 6, while the Hubble rate scales 
as H ∝ T 2. Therefore, from H(Tkd) = �el(Tkd), we find

Hreh

〈�el〉0



(
Tkd

Treh

)4

. (17)

As the reheating temperature is lower, the peak contribution be-
comes more important because Tkd is nearly independent of Treh. 
The remaining contribution of O(Treh/mχ ) is for u < 1 − �u, 
which gives 〈σann vrel〉Trehnχ ∼ Hreh if the peak contribution is ne-
glected.

The analytic formulae are matched with each other at a naive 
boundary between (C.A.) and (I.A.), c0 Hreh = 〈�el〉0. The value c0 is 
numerically determined to be c0 
 0.4, as it is shown in Fig. 5.

5. Dark matter constraints

5.1. Relic density

Now we try to fit the above results to the present dark matter 
relic abundance [21],


χh2 = 0.11
( mχ

100 GeV

)(
Yχ (t0)

4 × 10−12

)
, (18)

for α = αann = αel, and for different choices of mχ and Treh. For 
the WIMP dark matter, taking αann = αel is a reasonable assump-
tion. α has an upper bound from unitarity and perturbativity con-
dition. Here we take α < 1 as the criterion for both conditions. The 
initial yield Yχ (treh) also has an upper bound. The direct produc-
tion from heavy particle decays gives Ereh

χ nreh
χ = Brχρreh

φ , so that

Yχ (treh) = 3g∗(Treh)

4g∗S(Treh)

Brχ
Brγ

Treh

Ereh
χ

. (19)

For Brχ � Brγ , Yχ (treh) is bounded by Treh/Ereh
χ .

In Figs. 4 and 5, we study the allowed parameter space in the 
plane of mχ − 〈σann vrel〉0 for different choices of reheating tem-
perature. For each figures, the green dotted lines stand for the 
contour to satisfy the present relic density with the condition, 
0.4Hreh = 〈�el〉0. For kann = 0, the present dark matter abundance 
is proportional to 〈σann vrel〉−4/3

0 T −7/3
reh m2

χ in the (C.A.) region that 
corresponds to the diagonal line above the boundary (0.4Hreh =
�el). Below the boundary line, the production mechanism is in 
the (I.A.) region, and the corresponding 
χ h2 is proportional to 
〈σann vrel〉−1

0 T −1
rehmχ . Therefore the slope is slightly changed.

For kann = 1, the diagonal line on the right hand side is the 
same as that of the region (C.A.) with kann = 0. However there 
is a drastic change around the boundary. The vertical line corre-
sponds to the (I.A.) region where the contribution is dominated by 
the term c0 Hrel/〈�el〉0 in Eq. (16). Consequently, 
χ h2 ∝ T 3

reh/m2
χ , 

and the relic density does not explicit depend on the cross-
section. For a quite small Hrel/〈�el〉0, 
χh2 is proportional to 
〈σann vrel〉−1

0 T −2
rehm2

χ , so that the slope is changed again. The numer-
ical calculation smoothes the analytic lines around the boundary 
between (C.A.) and (I.A.). The more correct boundary line is given 
as Hreh 
 〈�el〉0.
Fig. 4. The contour plot for kann = 0, with lines satisfying 
χ h2 = 0.11 for differ-
ent Trehs; 10 MeV (blue), 50 MeV (black), 100 MeV (red) in the plane of dark matter 
mass and 〈σann vrel〉0. σvth ≡ 3 × 10−26 cm3/s. The gray colored region is excluded 
by conservative perturbative and unitary criterion (α > 1). Most of regions are al-
ready excluded by indirect detection constraints from the Fermi-LAT [22] (green 
colored region). The dashed lines are for the analytic approximation in Eqs. (14), 
(16). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. The contour plot for kann = 1. The red colored region is excluded by dark 
matter direct detection experiment, PandaX-II [23] and LUX 2016 [24]. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)

5.2. Direct/indirect detection

At a low temperature below GeV, the quarks are no longer light 
degrees of freedom, and the interactions between the dark matter 
and leptons are more crucial to determine the dark matter den-
sity. On the other hand, the interactions between the dark matter 
and quarks are more important for the direct/indirect detection. In 
order to give a rather strong correlation, here we take leptophilic 
dark matter.

For kann = 0, the present dark matter annihilation is domi-
nated by the s-wave contribution, which is strongly constrained
by the Fermi-LAT data [22] as in Fig. 4. Therefore kann = 1 is 
more viable because the annihilation rate at the present Universe 
is quite suppressed by the square of the present dark matter ve-
locity (v2

χ0 ∼ 10−6) compared to 〈σann vrel〉0.
For the direct detection of the dark matter, the 1-loop or 2-loop 

induced interaction between the dark matter and nucleus can gen-
erate the sizable signal. One can think of various effective opera-
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tors for χχ ll with complex couplings and various spin structure. 
As a benchmark example, we assume that the dark matter is a 
Majorana fermion, and that the interaction is mediated by a real 
scalar. Using four component spinor notation, the relevant effec-
tive operator is given as

Leff = (χ̄χ)(l̄l)

�2
. (20)

We consider lepton flavor universal couplings in order not to gen-
erate any flavor problem. After matching the effective operator of 
Eq. (20) to that for the scattering cross-section of Eq. (9), we can 
apply the constraints from direct detection experiments [23,24].

For Eq. (20), the first non-vanishing dark matter nucleus (N) 
elastic scattering cross-section is generated at the two-loop level; 
[25]

σχ N = O(1)

(
μ2

N Z 2

π

)(
e4 Z

192π2�2

)2 (
μN vχ0

ml

)2

≡ μ2
N

μ2
n

A2σχn, (21)

where n is the nucleon. The O(1) uncertainties are coming from 
the two-loop induced nucleus form factor, whose evaluation is be-
yond the scope of this paper. Z is the atomic number, A is the 
mass number of the target nucleus. Z = 54, A = 131 for 131Xe. 
μN = mχmN/(mχ + mN) is the reduced mass for the dark matter 
and the nucleus, and μn is the reduced mass for the dark mat-
ter and a nucleon. μN vχ0 is the typical recoil momentum of the 
nucleus, and the formula is valid for μN vχ0 = O(MeV) � ml . Tak-
ing all those uncertainties as a factor O(1), in Fig. 5 we get the 
excluded region of the cross-section (red color) for a given dark 
matter mass. Even though it is generated at a two-loop level, the 
strong constraint exists for the range that satisfies the dark matter 
density. More accurate constraints considering all the O(1) coeffi-
cients correctly will be discussed in future work.

6. Conclusions

Non-thermal history of the early Universe can be naturally ob-
tained in new physics beyond the Standard Model, and it also 
provides various interesting effects which cannot be simply cap-
tured by the standard thermal history of the Universe with a high 
reheating temperature, including the works [26–29].

In this work, we have studied the effect of the elastic scat-
tering between the WIMP dark matter and background radiations 
when the Universe is reheated at a low temperature. This effect 
is crucial if the amount of non-thermally produced dark matter is 
sizable, and the reheating temperature is well below the freeze-
out temperature. We specified the three conceptual domains for 
the determination of the dark matter abundance, and presented 
the analytic and numerical solutions to the Boltzmann equation.

When the reheating temperature is low enough, the elastic 
scattering rate is not effective to completely thermalize the dark 
matter. The dark matter particles decouple from thermal plasma 
when they are still relativistic, and the annihilation could persist 
until they become non-relativistic. In this case, we show that the 
final abundance of the dark matter could depend on the elastic 
scattering rate. Even in the case of instantaneous thermalization, 
the relative size between the elastic and annihilation rates can 
change the final abundance for the p-wave annihilating dark mat-
ter. On the other hand, the non-thermal WIMP mechanism requires 
large annihilation cross-section to explain the present dark matter 
relic density. We studied the constraints from direct/indirect detec-
tion experiments by considering the leptophilic dark matter model 
as a specific example, and showed that wide range of parameter 
space is severely constrained.

Those strong constraints can be avoided if the dark matter is 
“Dark WIMP” in which the dark matter is thermalized by and anni-
hilates to dark radiations. The mechanisms that we have discussed 
can also be generalized to the dark WIMP scenario. In such a case, 
there could be more interesting connection between the history of 
the early Universe and the signatures imprinted on the cosmic mi-
crowave background and large scale structure.
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Appendix A. The Boltzmann equation for the momentum 
expectation value of dark matter

In this appendix, we derive the full Boltzmann equation for the 
momentum expectation value of dark matter including the annihi-
lation effect. This effect could be important because the annihila-
tion cross-section depends on the momentum, so the dark matter 
with different momentum will annihilate with a different rate.

The Boltzmann equation for the distribution is

dfχ (�p)

dt
= Cel[ fχ ] + Cann[ fχ ]. (A.1)

The collision terms are given as

Cel[ fχ ] = 1

E p

∫
dqdp′dq′(2π)4δ(4)(pμ + qμ − p′

μ − q′
μ)

|Mel|2[ fχ (�p′) fγ (�q′) − fχ (�p) fγ (�q)],
Cann[ fχ ] = 1

E p

∫
dp′dqdq′(2π)4δ(4)(pμ + p′

μ − qμ − q′
μ)

|Mann|2[ fγ (�q) fγ (�q′) − fχ (�p) fχ (�p′)], (A.2)

where dpi = (2π)−3(2E pi )
−1d3 �pi . Integrating Eq. (A.1) over the 

phase space of χ , we could obtain equations for dark matter num-
ber density and momentum expectation value. Assuming nχ  neq

χ , 
the equation for number density is

ṅχ + 3Hnχ = −〈σann vrel〉χn2
χ

≡ −�annnχ , (A.3)

and the equation for momentum expectation value is

˙〈p〉χ + H〈p〉χ = −〈σel vrel�p〉χ T nγ + 〈σann vrel〉χ 〈p〉χnχ

− 〈σann vrel p〉χnχ

≡ −(�el − �ann S)〈p〉χ . (A.4)

Here p = |�p|, and �p is the change of dark matter momentum for 
single elastic scattering. S is defined as

S = 1 − 〈σann vrel p〉χ
〈p〉χ 〈σann vrel〉χ . (A.5)

It is obvious that the annihilation affects the momentum evolution, 
and it relies on �ann S .
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It is difficult to obtain an exact analytic form of S for arbitrary 
distribution functions. But it is possible to approximate S as

S 

σ 2

sd,χ

〈p〉2
χ

, (A.6)

when the distribution function has small variance compared to its 
mean value; σ 2

sd,χ = 〈p2〉χ − 〈p〉2
χ � 〈p〉2

χ .
At the end of reheating, dark matter particles are produced 

from the decay of long-lived heavy particle, φ. If they are pro-
duced by two-body decays, the dark matter momentum would be 
centered at 〈p〉χ 
 mφ/2, and the variance (or width) of distribu-
tion would be given as σ 2

sd,χ 
 �2
φ . Thus, we see that S(treh) 


(�φ/mφ)2 � 1, and that the annihilation does not change the mo-
mentum evolution as long as S < �el/�ann.

This argument is only valid at the end of reheating because the 
elastic scattering spreads the momentum distribution of dark mat-
ter. To make sure that we can safely ignore the annihilation of dark 
matter for its momentum evolution, it is necessary to investigate 
the time evolution of S .

Let us consider a case where H < �el < �ann at t = treh. This 
is the case where the annihilation may play a role in determining 
momentum evolution. In other cases, the effect of �ann on mo-
mentum evolution is safely ignored. Just after dark matters are 
produced, the width will evolve dominantly by elastic scatterings. 
When σχ is still smaller than 〈p〉χ , it is straightforward to derive 
the Boltzmann equation for S . It is
dS

dt
= 2�el S + �el

〈�p〉χ
〈p〉χ +O(S2). (A.7)

For a small initial value of S(treh) = (�φ/mφ)2, the second term of 
RHS becomes the source of S . Then solution becomes

S 
 �t �el
〈�p〉χ
〈p〉χ , (A.8)

where �t ≡ t − treh < 1/�el. On the other hand, for 1/�ann|Treh <

�t < H−1
reh, the solution to Eq. (A.3) is nχ 
 (〈σann vrel〉χχ�t)−1 so 

that �ann 
 1/�t . Inserting these solutions to Eq. (A.4) gives

˙〈p〉χ + H〈p〉χ 
 −
(

�el − �el
〈�p〉χ
〈p〉χ

)
〈p〉χ . (A.9)

When the dark matter is non-relativistic at the center of mass 
frame for χ–γ collision system, �p/p � 1. This means that the 
momentum evolves dominantly by elastic scattering until the re-
laxation time, �t ∼ 1/�el.
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